We prove suffkient conditions involving only potential asymptotic near one of the infinities in order to have purely absolutely continuous components in the spectrum. These. deterministic results are then applied to random cases and exhibit classes of models for which, with probability one, one component of the spectrum is purely absolutely continuous and the rest is dense pure point with exponentially decaying eigenfunctions.
In higher dimensions it can be inferred from the works of physicists that the spectrum will not always be pure point, but will have subsets on which it is purely absolutely continuous (corresponding to the allowed energies of diffusion) and subsets on which it is pure point with exponentially decaying eigenfunctions (corresponding to the allowed energies of localization). Our objective is to exhibit wide classes of random potentials q(t, w) for which this is already the case in one dimension. These potentials are not stationary (as stochastic processes) on the whole real line but merely on a half axis. They have different asymptotic behaviors when t + -co and t -+ +co. In fact to prove the existence almost sure of a fixed part of the spectrum where the latter is purely absolutely continuous we work with the random element o E 52 fixed. This means that we prove results on the absolute continuity of the spectrum for deterministic Schrodinger operators. Even though this sort of problem has been extensively studied for a long time, our results are surprisingly new. Their novelty and their power rely on the fact that they require only the knowledge of the asymptotic behavior of the potential q(t) when t + -co or t -+ +co, and not of both as usual. See Theorems II. 4 and II.9 which we regard as the main results of this paper. This achievement is made possible by the following trick: The information on the spectral characteristics of the operators is extracted from the Lebesgue decomposition of the spectral measure given by the classical theory of self-adjoint differential equations see, for example, [4, 131. This measure is constructed as the vague limit of the spectral measures of the eigenvalue problems in finite intervals with appropriate boundary conditions. The latter disappear in the limiting process, so we can regard them as irrelevant in the limit. Hence we can safely integrate out one of them. This simple operation (which should be innocent-at least in the limit) turns the pure point spectral measures of the eigenvalue problem in bounded intervals into absolutely continuous measures. Moreover, and maybe most of all, their densities have simple forms in terms of the norms of the solutions of the corresponding Cauchy problems and they separate. the contributions of the values of q(t) for t > 0 from those of q(t) for t < 0.
All our results in the deterministic case follow, in a very simple manner, this "magic" formula. They are contained in Section II and they can be read without prior knowledge or interest in stochastic processes since they are purely functional analytic.
At this point we would like to make two remarks. First, we note that the absolute continuity of the spectrum of one-dimensional Schrodinger operators has alreay been investigated when the potential q(t) has different asymptotics when t -+ -co and t -+ co (see [ 71) . This study was conducted in the more general framework of time evolution in scattering theory. Once reinterpreted in the present context, these results appear to be weaker than ours because they require the knowledge of q(t) both when t + +a, and t-+ --a~ and because they show only the existence of an absolutely continuous component in the spectrum without proving, like we do, there is no other one. Second, we notice that changes of variables using randomness of the boundary conditions have already been used to study random Schrodinger operators or their difference analogs (see, for example, [ 12, 151) but it seems that it is the first time that this idea is pushed far enough to lead to an explicit formula for the density of the integrated spectral measure
As an illustration of the kind of problems that can be handled by our method let us assume that q(t) is (a) integrable near -00, or (b) periodic on c-m, 01 and ANYTHING on R, provided that the operator H= -(&/dt*) + q(f) is in the limit point case at +a~. We prove that the spectrum of H contains (0, co) and is purely absolutely continuous there in case(a) and that, in case (b) the spectrum that H would have if q(t) was extended periodically to the whole line is contained in the actual spectrum of H and the latter is purely absolutely continuous there. Moreover, it was pointed out to us by Barry Simon that our approach could be used to streamline part of the work of Dinaburg and Sinai (namely, [8, Theorem 21) on the existence of an absolutely continuous component in the spectrum of some one-dimensional Schrodinger operators with quasi-periodic potentials.
These results are proved by checking that the first order vector differential equation associated to the second order Schrodinger eigenvalue equation is stable uniformly when the eigenvalue is restricted to compact sets (see Theorem II.4 and its corollaries).
In fact these properties are reminiscent of the following intuitive idea: Our hypotheses essentially ensure that on one half line the solutions of the Schrodinger equation in a given energy set are plane waves, and then somehow tunneling effects should force the diffusion to infinity and the absolute continuity of the spectrum. Moreover, when the potential q(t) is smooth enough, it is very easy to prove that there are no square integrable eigenfunctions, so that the real mathematical essence of what we are doing is proving that there is no singular continuous spectrum. Also we note that local uniform stability is far from being necessary. Indeed we show in Theorem II.9 and its corollary that our approach can be used to handle cases where this assumption is not satisfied. The extra ingredient in the proof is the following: We do not restrict ourselves to making random one of the two boundary conditions, we also randomize the size of the bounded intervals that eventually cover the whole real line IR in the limiting process involved in the construction of the spectral measure. As a consequence we can reprove and improve the deterministic result of [ I] where it was shown that the spectrum of one-dimensional Schriidinger operators with an electric field and bounded random or deterministic potentials is purely absolutely continuous. Let us emphasize that our new result is independent of the behavior of the potential and the field on a half axis.
The proof of this last application (namely, Corollary 11.10) is rather lengthy. Since it is technical and presumably not very instructive, we urge the reader to skip it for a first reading and to concentrate on the proof of Theorems II.4 and II.9 in order to appreciate the simplicity of the idea.
The last part of the paper, Section III, deals with the study of random cases. It heavily relies on both the results of Section II, and on the approach to the random case presented in [2] . Indeed they both integrate separately the properties of the potential q(r) for t < 0 and t > 0. The first ones (for example) will provide the pure absolute continuity of the spectrum in certain (energy bands) subsets of the spectrum via the results of Section II, while the second ones will force the pure point character on the rest of spectrum via the techniques of [2] .
As an example let E > 0 and let us denote by { c(t, o); t > 0, w E a} a stationary process of Brownian motion on [--E, +E] with periodic boundary condition. Then if {q(t, 0); t E IR, o E 0) is any stochastic process which coincides with s(t, w) for t > 0 and which has almost surely integrable paths near --00 and if these paths are almost surely bounded below by --E on (-co, 0), then, for P-almost all w E Q the spectrum of H(w) is I--E, +co) as a set, it is purely absolutely continuous on (0, co) and there exists a countable set of eigenvalues, dense in [--E, 01, for which the corresponding eigenfunctions decay exponentially at +co and -co according to the Ljapunov indexes of the corresponding Cauchy problems.
This corresponds to case (a) of our above discussion of deterministic problems. Regarding case (b) we have: If q(t, w) = q,(t) + E(t, w), where ql(t) is a periodic function independent of w E R and where .E(& o) = e(t, w) if t > 0 and 0, otherwise, then for P-almost all w E Q the spectrum of H(w) is equal to Z = Ui [Ui -E, bi + E], where C, = Ui [ai, bi] is the spectrum of the (nonrandom) operator H, = -(d*/dt*) + q,(t), it is purely absolutely continuous on Z, and dense pure point as above on Z\Z, , This example has the simple interpretation of a mathematical model for a quantum, onedimensional perfect christal with impurities only on the right-hand half.
The study of these random models is completely new and it may look very intriguing at first sight. Unfortunately, the type of randomness (i.e., minimal sets of assumptions on the stochastic process (q(t, w); t E I?, w E 0)) leading to these results is not well understood yet. Of course, it is easy to go beyond the Brownian motion examples given above. Nevertheless, the proofs and the statements of theorems have to be notably lengthened and complicated to gain only a slight generalization in the type of randomness. The state of the art is not satisfactory in this domain. So we refrain from aiming at a great generality because we do not want to pay the price for it. Our potentials will be the natural abstractions of the above Brownian motion. They have been introduced by the Russian school in [ 11, 141 and used since then. (See, nevertheless, [ 1, Section III] and the last part of its introduction for other classes of random potentials which can be handled in the same way, and for further comments on the various sets of assumptions). Hence we accept to take the chance to have our results regarded as mathematical curiosities rather than general results, as we believe they are.
Finally we close this introduction with the following claim: Even though we will only deal in this paper with Schriidinger operators on L'(R) as second order differential operators on the real line, all the results we prove, except Corollary 11.8, obtain in the case of the corresponding finite difference operators on I*(Z). The modifications are minor and the proofs are less technical may be, but we wil not pursue their discussions.
II. DETERMINISTIC CASE
The main results of this section are Theorems II.4 and 11.9. Their proofs require some preparatory work and notations. Lemma II. 1 is essentially known and should be considered as belonging to the folklore. We include it with a complete proof because we could not find it in the literature in a convenient form. The proof is very simple and its idea seems to go back to an old paper of Sch'nol (see [ 16; 17, Sect . C4]).
LEMMA 11.1. Let L E IF? and let q(t) be a real-valued locally integrable function which is bounded from below near -a~ and + co by a function of the form -a,(t* + 1) for some constant a,, > 0 and such that all the solutions of -y"(t) + (q(t) -A) y(t) = 0 and their derivatives are bounded in a neighborhood of --oo or +ao. Then 1 belongs to the spectrum of the unique self-adjoint extension of the operator defined on C~(iR) by kf IO> = -f "(0 + 4Wf (0.
Proof
It is well known that the operator H defined in the statement of the lemma is essentially self-adjoint because it is in the so-called limit point case (see [4, 131, for example). Moreover our assumptions and [ 13, Theorem 2.3, p. 1111 imply the existence of a solution, say p, of -y"(t) + (q(t) -A) y(t) = 0 which, together with its derivative is bounded near +co (the proof is similar if our assumption works for -co) and which is not square integrable at +co. Now we set ~0, = ojJ]](pj,]], where j, E C;(H) is supported in [0, r + 11, is identically equal to 1 on [ 1, r] and is such that SUP~~~,~>, max(l j,(t)l, I j:(t)l, I j:l(t)l) < +m. Then -cp:'(t) + MO -4 cp,(O = j+j-l-j%) v(t) -Wt) @WI so that the L*-norm of -&' + (q -A) 9, is bounded above by a constant divided by the L*-norm of qjr. The latter goes to infinity when r tends to infinity by construction of v, and the jr's. Hence we can conclude that A belongs to the spectrum of H. 1 Lemma II.2 is, by far, more involved than Lemma 11.1. It should be regarded as the main technical device of the paper. Moreover, it requires some notation which will be used throughout the rest of the paper. So first we proceede to introducing them. In order to study the spectral characteristics of the operator H=-$+q(t) on the whole real line R, where q(t) is a locally integrable and locally bounded real valued function, we first study it on bounded intervals [a, b] such that a < 0 < b. Equation (11.1) has to be supplemented by boundary conditions at a and b in order to define a self-adjoint operator on L'([a, b]). We will choose separated boundary conditions: they are determined by two angles a and /3 which are only defined modulo z and they have the form Taking into account these boundary conditions the eigenvalue equation
becomes a regular self-adjoint boundary problem and a spectral measure u o,6,a,4 is associated to it in the following way:
where 6, denotes the unit mass at the point I E R, where the summation is over the eigenvalues-namely, those 1 E R for which there exists a solution of (11.3), which satisfies the boundary conditions (11.2)-and where yA(t) is any of these solutions which has amplitude 1 for t = 0. The value at t E R of the amplitude of a solution y(t) of (11.3) is defined by rw = II YW12 + I v' WI'1 I'*.
(11.5)
If q(t) satisfies some very mild conditions for t near infinities, it is well known that the measure oO,b,a,b converges vaguely, as a + --co and b + +a~, toward a measure u independent of the choice of the boundary conditions a and /I, and this measure contains all the spectral informations we want to know on H (see, for example, [3, 4, 131) . In order to exploit this independence we will try to substitute the measure (11.6) whenever possible. Indeed Lemma II.2 shows that this measure is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue's measure, and we can identify the Radon-Nikodym derivative in terms of the amplitude of some particular solutions of the second order differential equation (11.3). Consequently, this density can be expected to be controlled by results from the stability theory of ordinary differential equations, yielding estimates on (T after taking the limits a -+ -co (see [3,5, lo] ). This is the core of our approach. The special role played by 0 in the construction of "the" spectral measure c is sometimes emphasized by saying that c is constructed with reading point 0. (11.8)
The following comments seem necessary in order to illuminate the meaning of the fundamental formula (11.7).
Up to the factor l/n, the right-hand side is the inverse of the square of the amplitude computed at Q, of the solution of -y" + (q -A.) y = 0 which has amplitude 1 and phase 8,,,(0,/?) at the origin. What is remarkable is the splitting of the influences of the potential q(t) for t > 0 and t < 0. The values of q(t) for t > 0, the value of b and the boundary condition /3 enter only in the computation of 8,,,(0,/3) = 0, and once this phase 8 is known the density Of =o,b,b depends exclusively on the values of q(t) for t < 0. So, if we can control the amplitude rA(t) for t < 0 independently of the phase at the origin, we will be able to control the "spectral measure CJ~,~,~" and its limit u without requiring any assumption on the values of the potential q(t) for t > 0.
This remark paves the way to our main deterministic result (see Theorem 11.4) and its various applications, deterministic or not. Prooj In the following proof the numbers a, b, and /3 will remain fixed.
Moreover, we may without any loss of generality prove (11.7) only for A varying in a bounded interval A. Using the well-known Prilfer transformation y(t) = r(t) sin f?(t), y'(r) = r(t) cos e(t) (11.9) in (11.3), we see that the so-called phase e(t) has to satisfy (11.8) and consequently A E R is an eigenvalue of problem (11.3)-(11.2), and so contributes to the summation in ( where we used (II. 11) and (11.13). Putting together (11.17) and (11.18) we obtain
Note that in order to perform the change of variables 1= Ai( we have to replace a in formula (11.19) by a,(A), where aI is the inverse function of I, 3 a -+ L,(a) E Ai( At this point it is more advantageous to remark that since i = J,.(a) is an eigenvalue for problem (11.3k(II.2), the two boundary conditions are satisfied and we have by unicity of solutions of Cauchy problems for ordinary differential equations. Taking this last point into account we get
which, once plugged into (11.14) gives the desired result since the k,(Z,) are disjoint and cover A '. For the same formula of change of variables to obtain when the diameter of the support off is no longer assumed to be less than z/k an argument using partition of unity can be used. The proof is now complete. 1
The A E L! such that all the solutions of -y"+(q-A)y=O (11.20) and their derivatives are bounded in a neighborhood of +co (resp. -co) are those rl E IR for which sup II Un(t, 0)ll < co I>0 (11.21)
where { U,(t, s); C, s E R } denotes the propagator of the vector differential equation
They are called stability points for (11.20) at +co (resp. -co). The standard terminology is that the second order differential equation (II.20) or the vector differential equation (11.22) is stable at +co (resp. -00). These I's were shown to belong to the spectrum of the corresponding Schrodinger operator. In order to exhibit subsets of this spectrum where the spectral measure is purely absolutely continuous we need a more restrictive notion of stability. (t) = -f"(t) + q(t)f (t), and this spectrum is purely absolutely continuous in A,. Moreover, the density of the spectral measure constructed with reading point 0 is bounded above and bounded below away from zero on any compact subset of A,.
Proof: Here A, is contained in the spectrum of the unique self-adjoint extension of ZZ, which we denote again by H, because of Lemma 11.1. In order to prove that the spectrum of H is purely absolutely continuous in A,, we show that the restriction of its spectral measure u to A,, is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue's measure in A,, and without any loss of generality we may as well assume that A, is a bounded interval.
We We first check that our claim implies the desired conclusion on absolute continuity. Let us assume the existence of a Bore1 set A contained in A, such that IA I= 0 and a(A) > 0. By the inner regularity of the measure u, one can find a compact set K such that KC A (and so I K] = 0) and u(K) > 0. By the outer regularity of Lebesgue's measure for each integer n we can find an open set 0, containing K, whose closure is contained in A,, and whose Lebesgue's measure is less than l/n. Each 0, can be written as the union of an at most countable family of disjoint open intervals. Hence, for each n, we can assume that K is contained in the union of a finite family of disjoint open intervals, say Zn,k, whose closures are contained in A, and such that 1 lZ".kl < +. k Using our claim (11.24) with Z = 0 (note that without any loss of generality we may assume that all the On's are contained in 0,) and A = Zn,k, we obtain 'tK) Q z: u(z,,,k) < c x Iz,,.,l < c 1 o,I < ; k k for all n and a constant c independent of n. This proves a(K) =0 which makes our assumption on A impossible. Next we prove our claim. Since we are in the Weil limit point case near +co, the spectral measure u is the and this completes the proof of our claim. Now, if /i is a compact set contained in /i,, because of the vague convergence, instead of (11.25) we have and (11.26) becomes (11.30) but with the same notation as above, the integrand in (11.30) can be estimated as so that (11.29) becomes and the conclusion on the density of c with respect to Lebesgue's measure follows from the conjunction of (11.29) and (11.31). I As immediate corollaries of Theorem II.4 we have the results announced in the introduction. COROLLARY 11.5. Let q(t) be a real-valued locally integrable function which is bounded below near --co and +cr, by a function of the form -a,(? + 1) for some a,, > 0 and whibh is integrable near --co or +co. Then the spectrum of the unique self-adjoint extension of the operator H defined for f E C~(lR) by [Hf l(t) = -f"(t) + q(t)f (t), contains (0, 00) and is purely absolutely continuous there.
It is easy to check that the propagator of the vector differential equation Let us assume that q is integrable near +ao, for example. Classical arguments on the stability of ordinary differential equations under small perturbations (see, for example, [3, 5] ) lead from (11.32) to Sup )I U,(t, s)ll < 2 max(& A-') ezmax(A~A~')~~~9(r)~dt t.s>o which shows that (0, co) is a set of local uniform stability for (11.20) and we conclude by using Theorem 11.4. 1 COROLLARY 11.6. Let q,(t) be a real-valued bounded periodic function on R and let U, [at, bi] with bi < ai+, be the spectrum of the unique serfadjoint extension of the operator H, defined for f E C?(R) by [H, f ](t) = -f"(t) + 41(t)f (t). If 4*(t) is any real-valued locally integrable function which is bounded below near +a by a function of the form -a,,(? t 1) for some a, > 0 and tf the function q(t) is deJined by q(t) = 41w9 if t < 0, = q*(t), if t > 0, then the spectrum of the unique self-adjoint extension of the operator H
defined for f E C?(R) by [Hf ](t) = -f"(t) t q(t)f (t) contains Ui (at, bi)
and is purely absolutely continuous there.
Proof
It is an immediate consequence of Theorem II.4 above and the well-known fact that the (ai, bi) are sets of local uniform stability in the sense of Definition II.3 (see, for example, 13, Chap. II; IO]). I The application which is described in Corollary II.8 below has been pointed out to us by Barry Simon. The first theorem of [8] asserts that if q(t) is of the Dinaburg-Sinai type near +co (resp. --co) then, for each E > 0 there exist a constant C, = CJ(e), real numbers A, for k E Z", and A0 sufficiently large such that for A in the set S= I A&L";Ifl-A,I >C,exp llkll -log'+']]k]] 'kEZ" ' I I
there exists a fundamental system, say { ~~,,(t),y~,~(t)}, of solutions of EcJJJI.20) f t or in this neighborhood of fco (resp. -co) such that ~~,~(t) = Y~,~(O and Y~,~(O =xnW eio'*\", where a(A) E R and xn(t) is a quasi-periodic function with w = (LL), ,..., on) as independent frequencies.
It turns out that the function a(A) satisfies for some constant C, = Cd(s) so that a(A) is locally bounded. Moreover x1(t) and its derivative are bounded in t, uniformly in A restricted to bounded subsets of S as an inspection of the proof shows. Consequently, estimate (11.28) holds for all bounded subsets j of S and the proof of Theorem II. 4 gives the following strengthening of the second theorem of IS]:
COROLLARY 11.8. Let q(t) be a real-valued locally integrable function on R which is bounded below near +a~ and --03 by a function of the form -a,(t* + 1) for some constant a, > 0 and which is of the Dinaburg-Sinai type near +oo or ---co. Then the set S defined above is in the spectrum of the unique selfadjoint extension in L'(lR) of the operator H defined for f E C~(lF!) by [Hf](t) = -f"(t) + q(t)f (t). This spectrum is purely absolutely continuous in the interior of S and the density of the spectral measure constructed with reading point 0 is bounded above and bounded below away from zero on any bounded subset of the interior of S. In any case (and especially if S has empty interior) this spectral measure has an absolute component on S the density of which is locally bounded away from zero.
Our assumption of local uniform stability is of course not necessary for the spectrum to be absolutely continuous. Theorem II.9 is some sort of generalization of Theorem 11.4. Corollary 11.10 shows its usefulness in the study of some unstable cases. It is stated separately because the checking of its assumptions is usually more involved and this could have obscured the simplicity of the idea and the proof leading to our deterministic results. for some 1 E I. Then the part in A,, tf any, of the spectrum of the unique selfadjoint extension in L*(lR) of the operator H deJned for f E C?(R) by [Hf l(t) = -f"(t) + q(t)f (t), is purely absolutely continuous and the density of the spectral measure constructed with reading point 0 is bounded on each compact subset of A,.
As argued in the first part of the proof of Theorem II.4 we need only proving (11.24). Our assumption (11.33) implies the existence of a probability space (Q,<F, P) and a sequence (L,; n > 1 } of random variables such that p{L,, E dt) =P,, n> 1, (11.36) and lim L,(w) = --co "-CC for P-almost all 0 E Q. (11.37)
As before (recall (11.25)) we have for all a and ,f3 and for P-almost all o E Q because of (11.37) so that again using Fatou's lemma we obtain a(A) = + j. jT;,I a(A) da d!'(w)
.n/2 < --!-lim inf j J 7L *-a, R -n/2 ~L,cwj,n,a.@) da dWo) =-J--lim inf j j 7l n-too 0 A r,(L,(wh @,&O, PI)-' dA dVw) using once more our crucial Lemma II.2 and the same notations as before. Now, by Fubini,'s theorem and (11.37) we obtain by our assumption (11.34), and this completes the proof. a
We apply the above result to one-dimensional Schrodinger operators with a constant electric field. This application precises and reinforces the deterministic result of [ 1 ] .
COROLLARY 11.10. Let q(t) be a real-valued locally integrable function on iR which satisfies q(t) > -a,(t' + I), t>o (11.38)
for some constant a, > 0, and
where a E [ 1, 21, F > 0 and v(t) is twice continuously dQj%rentiab2efunction which is bounded and has bounded derivatives. Then the spectrum of the unique self-adjoint extension in L'(R) of the operator H defined for fE Cr(R) by [Hf](t) = -f"(t) + q(t)f(t) is the whole real line, it is purely absolutely continuous and the density of the spectral measure constructed with reading point 0 is locally bounded.
The proof relies on the technical Lemma II.1 1. All the steps of the first part of its proof are well known from the theory of ordinary differential equations. Nevertheless we give a complete proof because our estimate (11.40) depends on a careful analysis of the influences the initial conditions and the parameter A have on the asymptotic formulas which are known or expected to hold in such a situation. Proof. To simplify our notations and without any loss of generality we prove the analog result when t is replaced by -t in both the assumptions and the conclusion. So we should think that t + co instead of t + -co. We fix a closed bounded interval A in R and we restrict 1 to vary in A. We also fix to > 0 such that A-q(t) > 1 whenever 1 E A and t > to. For each Iz E A, the map sA defined by (11.50) S, so defined is a bounded operator on 3. Moreover its norm is less than 6 because of (11.47) and (11.48). Consequently, Z -S, is invertible (Z denotes the identity operator of 8). We also notice that if X and Z are two for s>s,, then X, E 2 and X, is a solution of (11.51). From this we deduce that Z .A,* =u-SJ'X, is a bounded solution of (11.49) and that
IlzA,*(~)--*(~II G 2"Yl -fw' ~mPwdf( s (11.53) because of (11.52) and (11.47) and because
Moreover, expanding (I-S,)-' in an uniformly convergent series (recall (11.48)) it is easy to check that for each fixed s > s,, , Z,,*(s) is a continuous function of A E A by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. If we substitute sA(f) to s in (11.53) and if we use (11.42) we obtain a basis (y*,+(t), yA.,-(f)} for the space of solutions of (11.43) which satisfies where O(f5) stands for any function of f whose modulus or absolute value is bounded above by a constant independent of 1 E A times t4. To prove our claim (11.40) let us pick a solution y(t) of (11.42) such that y(O)* t y'(O)* = 1. Then y(f) = a1 Y~.~(O + a2 YA.~O> for some numbers aI and a,, where ~~.,(t)=f(y,,+(t)+y,._(t)) and ~~,~(f) = (1/2i)(y,,+(f) -yA,-(f)). The continuity of y, *(f) in 1 for fixed f implies the existence of positive constants k, and k, independent of such y(t)'s such that and thus O<k,<a:ta:<k,<+oo.
(11.56)
where 0 E [0,27c) has been chosen so that (cz: + ai)l" cos 8 = a, and (ai + a:)"* sin 8 = a*. Using (11.56) we obtain We can also assume without any loss of generality that t, has been chosen large enough so that the absolute value of the function O(s;'(u + c9)1-3a'2) is bounded by $. Now we have The main results of this section are Theorems III.4 and 111.5. Their proofs have in common what we regard as the basic method to prove the existence of point spectrum with exponentially decaying eigenfunctions in the onedimensional case. This method is explained in full detail in [2] and it has been successfully used in [ 1, 2] . To avoid going through its various steps twice we prefer presenting them once in Lemma 111.2, even though its formulation may look lengthy and technical at first sight. But first we prove an elementary analytical result in order to englighten our crucial assumption (111.4). 
The first integral converges at T --) co by our assumption (111.2). Moreover assumption (111.1) implies that [p(t)1 < k'esrf for some constant k' independent of t > 0. Hence the second integral converges also as T -+ a0 by the same assumption (111.2). Consequently, r(T) e(a-f)T tends to a finite limit as T+ co and this implies (111.3). I
Throughout this section, all the stochastic processes and the random variables to be considered will be implicitly assumed to be defined on the same complete probability space (J&Y, P) and E will denote expectation with respect to the measure P.
Moreover {q(t, 0); t E R, o E a} will always be a real-valued measurable stochastic process such that for P-almost all o E L? the function q(r, co) is locally bounded and bounded (near plus and minus infinity) below by a function of the form -a,(t* + 1) for some constant a, > 0 depending possibly on w E 0 and above by a polynomial function of t which can also depend on w E a. Then for Palmost all w E 0, the formal symmetric operator H(w) = -(d*/dt*) + q(t, w) can actually be defined on C~(lF?) and is in the limit point case at both plus and minus infinity. We will use the same notation, namely H(w), for its unique self-adjoint extension in L*(lR), and we will denote by u" its spectral measure constructed with reading point 0. It is easy to see that &' is measurable as a function of w E R (see, for example, [3, Chap. VI). Then, for P-almost all w E 0, the spectrum of H(o) in A (tf any) is pure point with exponentially decaying eigenfunctions, the rate of exponential fall 08 of an eigenfunction corresponding to an eigenvalue 1 E A (if any) being given by a _ (A, w) for t + -00 and bounded below by a + (A, w) for t + + CO.
Here, as in the preceeding section U,(t, r) denotes the propagator of the vector differential equation
It is a two-by-two unimodular random matrix but we will not make explicit its dependence on w E 0. and rlima flog r*+,(t) = a-@, w). + 255 Relations (111.6) and (111.7) show in particular that the generalized eigenfunctions yA,,(t) are actually L2-eigenfunctions, and since this is true for rY'-almost all 1 E A, this proves that the spectrum of H(w) in A (if any) is pure point. They also show the exponential fall off claimed in the statement of the lemma. 1
We come now to the study of classes of stochastic processes (random potentials for us) (q(t, w); t E I?, o E a} giving rize to spectra of mixed types.
THEOREM 11.4. Let (X,; t > 0) be the stationary process of Brownian motion on a compact connected Riemannian manifold K", let F be a real valued Morse function on 27 such that inf F = -1 and sup F = + 1 and let g be a continuous function on IR which satisfies 0 <g(t) < 1 for t < 0, g(t) = 1 for t>O, and J-,g(t)dt < +ao. Then ifwe set where {q,(t, w); t < 0, o E ~2) is any measurable stochastic process with bounded sample paths bounded below by -1 which is stochastically independent of (X, ; t 2 0}, then there exists a set of full probability on which the following properties hold:
(a) the spectrum of the unique selfaa'joint extension in L'(R), say H(w), of the operator defined for fE C~(lR)
by [H(w)f](t)= -f"(t) + q(t, w)f (t) is equal fo [-1, co) .
(b) in (0, co) this spectrum is purely absolutely continuous.
(c) in (-1,O) this spectrum is pure point and the eigenfunctions of the dense set of eigenvalues decay exponentially with rates of exponential fall off at -co and + 00 given by the upper Ljapunov indexes of the corresponding ordinary dlflerential equations.
Before proceeding to the proof we would like to emphasize several points relative to the statement of Theorem 11.4. First, the constants used play essentially no role. Second, we will see in the proof below that we need only the conditional independence of {q,(t); t < O} and {X,; t 2 0) given X,,. Finally, even though the stochastic process {q(t); t E IR} is not necessary stationary under the above assumptions, it is possible to show that 0 (and in fact any real number) is almost surely not an eigenvalue.
For the sake of completeness we recall the definition of a Morse function. A Cm-function F on a manifold S is said to be a Morse function if there exists an integer n, such that for each x E S we can find an integer k < n, for which dkF(x) # 0.
If we fix w in a set of probability 1 on which the assumptions of the theorem are satisfied, the function q(t, o) is integrable near -co and satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 11.5. Hence the spectrum of H(o) contains (0, co) and is purely absolutely continuous there. This takes care of claim (b). Moreover the potential function q(t, w) is bounded below by -1 so that the spectrum of H(o) is contained in [-I, co). Moreover, the ergodic properties of the process {X,; t > 0} show that P-almost surely for each 1 E [-1, 11, for each of its neighborhood N, and for each L > 0, there exists at least one interval I in [0, 9)) of length greater than L and such that F(X,) E N, for all t E Z, and by a classical argument this implies that the spectrum contains [--I, +l] (see [2, 9] ). This takes care of claim (a). To complete the proof we check the assumptions of Lemma II.2 for every open interval n whose closure is contained in (-LO) and precise the information it gives on the exponential fall off of the eigenfunctions by Remark 111. Proof. Let A = 1' + E' with 1' E (Ji [ai, bi] and ]E' ( < E. Since A' is in the essential spectrum of H,, for each integer n we can find a function I,M,, E CF(lR) which is normalized in L'(R) and such that (111.8)
The ergodic properties of our stochastic process {X, ; t > 0) are such that Ipalmost surely, for each integer n > 1 there exists in [0, co) an interval of length greater than the diameter of w, plus twice the period of q,(t) on which we have IF(X,)-c'I<n-'.
(111. 9) This means that we can always translate w,, (which will not affect (111.8)) in order to allow us to assume that w, is supported in a region where (111.9) is satisfied. Now we have ll-w::+~4--1~w,II~Il--w::+~~,-~'~w,II + IIGV,) -~'1 YAI -G w'
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